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Abstract. We present a new method for explicit graph embedding. Our algorithm extracts a feature vector for an undirected attributed graph. The proposed feature vector encodes details about the number of nodes, number of edges, node degrees, the attributes of nodes and the attributes of edges in the graph. The first two features are for the number of nodes and the number of edges. These are followed by w features for node degrees, m features for k node attributes and n features for l edge attributes — which represent the distribution of node degrees, node attribute values and edge attribute values, and are obtained by defining (in an unsupervised fashion), fuzzy-intervals over the list of node degrees, node attributes and edge attributes. Experimental results are provided for sample data of ICPR20101 contest GEPR2 .
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Introduction



The website [2] for the 20th International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR2010) contest Graph Embedding for Pattern Recognition (GEPR), provides a very good description of the emerging research domain of graph embedding. It states and we quote: “In Pattern Recognition, statistical and structural methods have been traditionally considered as two rather separate worlds. However, many attempts at reducing the gap between these two approaches have been done. The idea inspiring these attempts is that of preserving the advantages of an expressive structural representation (such as a graph), while using most of the powerful, vector-based algorithms from Statistical Pattern Recognition. A possible approach to this issue has been recently suggested by Graph Embedding. The latter is a methodology aimed at representing a whole graph (possibly with attributes attached to its nodes and edges) as a point in a suitable vectorial space. Of course the relevant property is that of preserving the similarity of the graphs: the more two graphs are considered similar, the closer the corresponding points in the space should be. Graph embedding, in this sense, is a real bridge joining the two worlds: once the object at hand has been described in terms of graphs, and the 1 2



20th International Conference on Pattern Recognition. Graph Embedding for Pattern Recognition.



¨ D. Unay, Z. C ¸ ataltepe, and S. Aksoy (Eds.): ICPR 2010, LNCS 6388, pp. 93–98, 2010. c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010 
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latter represented in the vectorial space, all the problems of matching, learning and clustering can be performed using classical Statistical Pattern Recognition algorithms.”
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Our Method



Our proposed method for graph embedding encodes the details of an undirected attributed graph into a feature vector. The feature vector is presented in next section, where we discuss it in detail. 2.1



Proposed Vector



The proposed feature vector not only utilizes information about the structure of the graph but also incorporates the attributes of nodes and edges of the graph, for extracting discriminatory information about the graph. Thus yielding a feature vector that corresponds to the structure and/or topology and/or geometry of the underlying content. Fig.1 presents the feature vector of our method for graph embedding. In the remainder of this section, we provide a detailed explanation of the extraction of each feature of our feature vector.



Fig. 1. The vector for graph embedding



Number of Nodes and Number of Edges. The number of nodes and the number of edges in a graph constitutes the basic discriminatory information that can be extracted very easily from a graph. This information helps to discriminate among graphs of diﬀerent sizes. The ﬁrst two features of our feature vector are composed of these details on the graph i.e. the number of nodes and the number of connections in the graph. Features for Node Degrees. The degree of a node refers to the total number of incoming and outgoing connections for the node. The distribution of the node degrees of a graph is a very important information that can be used for extracting discriminatory features from the graph. This information helps to discriminate among graphs which represent diﬀerent structures and/or topologies and/or geometry. Our signature contains w features for node degrees. The number of features for node degrees, i.e. w, is computed from the learning dataset and may diﬀer from one dataset to another, thus yielding a variable length feature vector for diﬀerent datasets. If the learning dataset is not available, our method is capable
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of learning its parameters directly from the graphs in the test dataset. The w features for node degrees are obtained by deﬁning fuzzy-intervals over list of node degrees of all graphs in the (learning) dataset and then computing the cardinality for each of the w features. In order to avoid repetition we detail the method for deﬁning fuzzy-intervals and computing the corresponding feature values in section 2.2 — as the same method has been used for obtaining the set of features for node and edge attributes. Features for Node Attributes. The attributes of the nodes in the graph contain very important complementary (and/or supplementary in some cases) information about the underlying content. This information, if used intelligently, can provide discriminating features for the graphs. Our signature contains m features for k node attributes. The number k refers to the number of node attributes in the graph. Whereas, the number m of the features for node attributes is computed from the learning dataset. Both m (the number of features for node attributes) and k (the number of node attributes) may diﬀer from one dataset to another, thus yielding a variable length of feature vector for diﬀerent datasets. If the learning dataset is not available, our method is capable of learning its parameters directly from the graphs in the test dataset. The m features for k node attributes are obtained by deﬁning fuzzy-intervals over list of node attributes of all graphs in the (learning) dataset and then computing the cardinality for each of the m features. Each of the k node attributes are processed one by one and can contribute a diﬀerent number of features to this set of features. The method for obtaining fuzzy-intervals and computing the corresponding feature values is detailed in section 2.2. Features for Edge Attributes. The attributes of the edges in the graph also contain important complementary (and/or supplementary) information about the underlying content. This information may also provide discriminating features for the graphs. Our signature contains n features for l edge attributes. The number l refers to the number of edge attributes in the graph. Whereas, the number n of the features for edge attributes is computed from the learning dataset. Both n (the number of features for edge attributes) and l (the number of edge attributes) may diﬀer from one dataset to another, thus yielding a variable length of feature vector for diﬀerent datasets. If the learning dataset is not available, our method is capable of learning its parameters directly from the graphs in the test dataset. The n features for l edge attributes are obtained by deﬁning fuzzy-intervals over list of edge attributes of all graphs in the (learning) dataset and then computing the cardinality for each of the n features. Each of the l edge attributes are processed one by one and can contribute a diﬀerent number of features to this set of features. The method for obtaining fuzzy-intervals and computing the corresponding feature values is detailed in section 2.2.
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2.2



Defining Fuzzy-Intervals and Computing Feature Values



This section applies to computation of w features for node degrees, m features for k node attributes and n features for l edge attributes – and details our approach for deﬁning a set of fuzzy-intervals for a given data (data here refers to the list of node degrees - or - the list of values for each of the k node attributes - or the list of values for each of the l edge attributes – as applicable). We use a histogram based binning technique for obtaining an initial set of intervals for the data. The technique is originally proposed by [1] for discretization of continuous data and is based on use of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). It starts with an initial m-bin histogram of data and ﬁnds optimal number of bins for underlying data. The adjacent bins are iteratively merged using an AIC-based cost function until the diﬀerence between AIC-beforemerge and AIC-aftermerge becomes negative. This set of bins is used for deﬁning fuzzy-intervals i.e. the features and their fuzzy zones (for example Fig.2). The fuzzy-intervals are deﬁned by using a set of 3 bins for deﬁning a feature, set of 3 bins for deﬁning its left fuzzy zone and a set of 3 bins for deﬁning its right fuzzy zone. It is important to note here, and as seen in Fig.2, that the fuzzy zones on left and right of a feature overlaps the fuzzy zones of its neighbors. We have used the sets of 3 bins for deﬁning fuzzy zones in order to be able to assign membership weights for full membership, medium membership and low membership to the fuzzy zones – membership weights of 1.00, 0.66 and 0.33 respectively. Generally an x number of bins can be used for deﬁning the fuzzy zones for the features. For any given value in the data it is ensured that the sum of membership weights assigned to it always equals to 1. The ﬁrst and the last features in the list have one fuzzy zone each (as seen in Fig.2). Our method is capable of learning these fuzzy-intervals for a given data, either from a learning dataset (if it is available) or directly from the the graphs in the test dataset. Once the fuzzy-intervals are obtained for a given dataset we get the structure of the feature vector for the dataset i.e. 1 feature for number of nodes, 1 feature for number of edges, w features for node degrees, m features for k node attributes and n features for l edge attributes. We perform a pass on the set of graphs in the dataset and while embedding each graph into a feature vector, we use these fuzzy-intervals for computing the cardinality for each feature in the feature vector. This results into a numeric feature vector for a given undirected attributed graph.



Fig. 2. The fuzzy intervals of features for node degrees
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Experimentation



Experimental results are presented for sample datasets of 20th International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR2010), contest GEPR (Graph Embedding for Pattern Recognition) [2]. These datasets contain graphs extracted from three image databases: the Amsterdam Library of Object Images (ALOI), the Columbia Object Image Library (COIL), the Object Databank (ODBK). Table 1 provides the details on the graphs in each of these datasets. Table 1. Dataset details Dataset Number of graphs Node attributes (k ) Edge attributes (l) ALOI 1800 4 0 COIL 1800 4 0 ODBK 1248 4 0



The 4 node attributes encode the size and the average color of the image area represented by a node. We have used the sample data for learning parameters for our method (as described in section 2). Table 2 provides the details on the length of feature vector for each image database. Table 2. Length of feature vectors Dataset Length of feature vector ALOI 1595 COIL 1469 ODBK 1712



And ﬁnally, Table 3 presents the performance index, which is a clustering validation index to evaluate the separation between the classes when represented by the vectors, as calculated by the scripts provided by the contest. Further details on the performance index can be found at [2]. Table 3. Performance indexes Dataset Performance index ALOI 0.379169273726 COIL 0.375779781743 ODBK 0.352542741399



The experimentation is performed on Intel Core 2 Duo (T8300 @ 2.4GHz) with 2GB (790MHz) of RAM.
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Conclusion



We have presented a method for explicit graph embedding. Our algorithm extracts a feature vector for an undirected attributed graph. The proposed feature
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vector not only utilizes information about the structure of the graph but also incorporates the attributes of nodes and edges of the graph, for extracting discriminatory information about the graph. Thus yielding a feature vector that corresponds to the structure, topology and geometry of the underlying content. The use of fuzzy-intervals, for noise sensitive information in graphs, enables the proposed feature vector to incorporate robustness against the deformations introduced in graphs as a result of noise. The experimentation on sample datasets shows that the proposed method can be used to extract a huge number of meaningful features from the graphs. An important property of our method is that the number of features could be controlled by using appropriate parameter for the number of bins for deﬁning a feature and its fuzzy zones. One possible future extension to this work is to extend it to directed attributed graphs, which could be done by introducing new features for in-degree and out-degree of nodes.
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